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Learn from the Dalai Lama how to put into practice your
understanding of renunciation, the awakening mind, and
emptiness. His Holiness the Dalai Lama’s commentary on
Tsongkhapa’s Three Principal Aspects of the Path helps us
integrate the full Buddhist path into our own practice. His
Holiness offers a beautiful elucidation of the three aspects of
the path: true renunciation and the wish for freedom, the
altruistic awakening mind (bodhichitta), and the correct view
of emptiness. These three aspects of the path are the
foundation of all the sutric and tantric practices, and
encapsulate Tsongkhapa’s vision of the Buddhist path in its
entirety. Practitioners will find The Three Principal Aspects of
the Path invaluable as a manual for daily meditation. The
universal and timeless insights of this text speak to
contemporary spiritual aspirants, East and West. The root
verses are presented in both Tibetan and fluid English
translation to accompany these profound teachings.
An instructional resource and inspirational guide to daily life
describes each step on the path to spiritual enlightenment
and explains how to practice everyday morality, meditation,
wisdom, and compassion.
Glücklich leben im Hier und Jetzt: Diese Katze zeigt, wie’s
geht Eigentlich gestaltet sich das Leben im Kloster des Dalai
Lama recht angenehm und friedlich – nur nicht für die Katze
Seiner Heiligkeit. Denn ihr neugieriges, unruhiges Naturell
macht ihr bei der Suche nach Glück und Gelassenheit immer
wieder einen Strich durch die Rechnung. Deshalb schickt sie
der Dalai Lama auf eine Mission: Sie soll den Zauber des
Augenblicks erforschen, das Geheimnis wahren inneren
Friedens ... David Michie gelingt es meisterhaft,
buddhistische Lebensweisheit auf überaus unterhaltsame
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Weise zu vermitteln. Indem wir die sympathische
Protagonistin bei ihren Abenteuern begleiten, entdecken wir
auch für uns neue Wege, die Kraft der Gegenwart zu
erfahren, innezuhalten und zur Ruhe zu kommen. Mit
inspirierender Meditationsanleitung für jede Katze und ihren
Menschen.
In this elegant self-portrait, the world’s most outspoken and
influential spiritual leader recounts his epic and engaging life
story. The Dalai Lama’s most accessible and intimate book,
My Spiritual Journey is an excellent introduction to the largerthan-life leader of Tibetan Buddhism—perfect for anyone
curious about Eastern religion, invested in the Free Tibet
movement, or simply seeking a richer spiritual life. The Dalai
Lama’s riveting, deeply insightful meditations on life will
resonate strongly with readers of Pema Chodron, Thich Nhat
Hanh, or the His Holiness’s own The Art of Happiness and
Ethics for the New Millennium.
Mysticism is popularly understood as becoming one with God
or the Absolute. Here in this inspirational book are the Dalai
Lama's thoughts on: The nature and meaning of mysticism
How we can live lives infused with mystical experience How
mysticism can result in both personal and social change. The
book consists of four sections that provide an accessible
introduction to the Dalai Lama's core teachings on the
mystical path: Introduction Quotations Lecture on mysticism
by the Dalai Lama Glossary This is a book for fans of His
Holiness and anyone interested in developing a rich and
meaningful inner life.
"Pay attention not only to the cultivation of knowledge but to
the cultivation of qualities of the heart, so that at the end of
education, not only will you be knowledgeable, but also you
will be a warm-hearted and compassionate person." -- His
Holiness the Dalai Lama, from "Live in a Better Way" As
accessible as it is inspirational, this audiobook to approaching
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life "in a better way" represents a decade's worth of His
Holiness's annual public lectures given in India to audiences
from all walks of life. The Dalai Lama's characteristically
candid guidance on living fully and responsibly, especially at
the onset of a new millennium, focuses on specific themes
that range from religious tolerance to compassion and nonviolence. With a practical introduction to Buddhism and the
Dalai Lama's own spiritual heritage, written by renowned
Lama Thubten Zopa Rinpoche, this is the perfect audiobook
for seekers at any stage along the path of life.
This beloved classic brings together in one volume all the
major themes of the Dalai Lama’s teachings. Drawn from the
lectures he gave during his first three visits to North America,
the book covers the core subject matter of Tibetan Buddhism,
as presented for the first time to an English-speaking
audience. The chapters are arranged developmentally from
simple to complex topics, which include the luminous nature
of the mind, the four noble truths, karma, the common goals
of the world’s religions, meditation, deities, and selflessness.
Central to all these teachings is the necessity of
compassion—which the Dalai Lama says is “the essence of
religion” and “the most precious thing there is.”

This book is a first. There has never been one
entirely dedicated to the spiritual life of the Dalai
Lama. Yet as one of the world's most recognised,
and respected, spiritual leaders there is already
great interest in such a work from His Holiness'
thousands of friends and followers around the world.
The Dalai Lama sees himself first and foremost as a
human being, secondly as a monk and thirdly as the
former political leader of Tibet. In this extraordinary
autobiography we read many hitherto unknown
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stories from his childhood, his formation as a monk
and his gradual development as a leader of his
people. We are offered a view of his daily spiritual
practise, invited to listen in on the dialogue he has
been pursuing with other religions, with nonbelievers and with scientists in his search for ethical
and environmental principles, and shown how he
brings a sense of goodness and conscience to
political life around the globe. In a world that is so
profoundly interdependent, the Dalai Lama explains
how he transforms himself through spiritual means in
order to have a positive effect on the world, and he
encourages us to do the same by working on
ourselves first of all.
This revelatory volume shows readers how to
confront death--along with inevitable currents of
life--with a deep-seated preparedness built on virtue,
focus, and inner strength.
“This impassioned account is ideal for readers well
versed in current climate change activism, especially
efforts spearheaded by Greta Thunberg.”—Library
Journal From the voice of the beloved world religious
leader comes an eye-opening manifesto that
empowers the generation of today to step up, take
action and save our environment. Saving the climate
is our common duty. With each passing day, climate
change is causing Pacific islands to disappear into
the sea, accelerating the extinction of species at
alarming proportions and aggravating a water
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shortage that has affected the entire world. In short,
climate change can no longer be denied—it threatens
our existence on earth. In this new book, the Dalai
Lama, one of the most influential figures of our time,
calls on political decision makers to finally fight
against deadlock and ignorance on this issue and to
stand up for a different, more climate-friendly world
and for the younger generation to assert their right to
regain their future.
In this text, His Holiness the Dalai Lama describes
how to bring wisdom and compassion into our busy,
stressful everyday lives. A selection of words from
His Holiness aims to help the reader to face difficult
emotions such as anger in themselves and in others
with acceptance and understanding.
Schooled behind ancient palace walls to become the
leader of Tibet, the Dalai Lama has become a
spiritual leader to the world and a leading civil rights
advocate. My Land and My People tells the story of
his life.
The Dalai Lama is the spiritual and temporal leader
of Tibet, a Nobel Peace Prize winner, and a
bestselling author. Here is his first-ever personally
authorized home worship center, a beautifully boxed
kit with everything needed to create a space for
meditation and peace of mind: a statue of the Lord
Buddha; die-cut images symbolizing Compassion,
Wisdom, and Energy; an instructional book by The
Dalai Lama himself; a copy of the sacred text, "The
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Heart Sutra": and a set of 18 decorated devotional
cards. You' ll attain ever greater spiritual awareness.
The Dalai Lama visited New York in 2003 and gave
a series of lectures, culminating with a public talk in
Central Park, which drew over a quarter of a million
people. Based on these lectures, this new volume
will provide practical instruction on how we can use
meditation to realise the mind's phenomenal
potential. It will also lead the reader through the
diverse schools of Buddhist philosophy, teaching us
how to let go of our own strong ideas of self and how
to find a little more happiness in life, for ourselves
and for others. For all the millions of fans of the Dalai
Lama's writings, and for anyone yet to be introduced
to his thinking, Training the Mind is the perfect book
to learn how to dedicate our positive activities to the
benefit of all in order to build a better world.
Happiness lies within you His Holiness the Dalai
Lama has captured the attention and admiration of
the world through his wisdom. This jewel of a book
offers some of his most helpful insights on daily
living, compassion and inner peace. A timeless
collection of advice and teachings from the world's
most revered spiritual leader, it will guide you
through good and troubled times. Whoever you are,
whatever your beliefs, the Dalai Lama's words have
the power to calm and inspire.
In Stages of Meditation, His Holiness offers his
highly practical views on the subject of meditation:
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how to meditate, the various different procedures
and approaches we can take, what we and others
may gain from it. He explains how we can develop a
spiritual path in a proper sequence rather than in a
scattered, piecemeal fashion. He also shows the
importance of building up both method and wisdom,
as well as cultivating compassion and 'special
insight' as we train our minds. This impressive and
stimulating book will not only bring the Dalai Lama one of the world's most popular and pragmatic
spiritual leaders - to a huge new audience but,
because so many people round the globe are now
practising meditation, from a basis of religious faith
or none, this is a work which will doubtless be in print
for many years to come.
The extraordinary documentation of the evolving
friendship between the Dalai Lama and the man who
followed him across Ireland and Eastern Europe, on
a pilgrimage to India's holy sites, and through the
Dalai Lama's near fatal illness. On this remarkable
journey Victor Chan was awarded an insight into His
Holiness-his life, his fears, his faith, his compassion,
his day-to-day practice-that no one has reported
before. We've heard the public voice of His
Holiness--now we are invited to listen in on his
personal explorations, and to take instruction on the
Tibetan art of living.
THE NEW MANDALA, Eastern Wisdom for Western
Living, written in collaboration with His Holiness the
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Dalai Lama, is a journey toward spiritual awakening
and rediscovery. On one level it is an engaging and
entertaining journal of a Christian clergyman's quest
for enlightenment. On another level it is a road map
for the reader's own spiritual journey. It is an
invitation to the readers to explore the wisdom and
practice of Buddhism, while at the same time
illuminating and reclaiming the inherited faith of their
formation. Rev. John Lundin, a Protestant minister,
enters into the world of Tibetan Buddhism in search
of a new spirituality. The quest takes him - and the
reader - on a journey to Dharamsala in north India,
the home of His Holiness the Dalai Lama of Tibet. In
private dialogues with His Holiness, the author
discovers the empowering affinity between
Buddhism and Christianity, and weaves the personal
experiences of his own pilgrimage with the wisdom
and teaching of the Dalai Lama.
A comprehensive introduction to Buddhism.
In Worlds in Harmony, the Dalai Lama explores the
nature of suffering and its release through
compassionate action. The book focuses on the
understanding that a deep awareness of our shared
desire to avoid pain leads to an awareness of our
responsibility to relieve others of suffering. Worlds in
Harmony offers the reader insight into the relation
between awareness and right action, and bridges
personal consciousness and global concerns. With
the knowledge that insight is of no use unless it
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results in action, the Dalai Lama teaches ways of
being, thinking, and acting in the world that are
based on equanimity and understanding.
This beloved classic brings together in one volume
all the major themes of the Dalai Lama's teachings
such as religious values, the four noble truths,
karma, compassion, and meditation. Drawn from the
lectures he gave during his first three visits to North
America, the book covers the core subject matter of
Tibetan Buddhism, as presented for the first time to
an English-speaking audience. The chapters are
arranged developmentally from simple to complex
topics, which include the luminous nature of the
mind, the four noble truths, karma, the common
goals of the world's religions, meditation, deities, and
selflessness. Central to all these teachings is the
necessity of compassion--which the Dalai Lama says
is "the essence of religion" and "the most precious
thing there is."
In this accessible and important follow up to The Art of
Happiness His Holiness the Dalai Lama teaches us how to
live a happier and more spiritual life by fostering compassion
and wisdom. Filled with his trademark honesty and warmth,
this book explains how practically applying the values of
Buddhism can help you find answers to both the everyday
problems we face - relationships, health, work and happiness
- and the major issues and changes facing humanity today
including globalisation, technology and terrorism. Drawn from
the Dalai Lama's teachings during his fourth visit to Australia
and New Zealand, which focused on gaining strength through
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compassion, Lighting the Path reminds us that we each have
the ability to change our own life for the better, and the power
to improve the lives of others as well. Explaining the central
tenets of Buddhism, including the Four Noble Truths, Atisha's
Lamp for the Path of Enlightenment and the Eight Verses of
Mind Training, this book will give you the practical guidance
you need to deal with life's challenges and help you develop
inner peace.
Forced into exile in India after Tibet's attempted revolt against
occupying Chinese forces, the Dalai Lama launched a
nonviolent campaign against the occupation that earned him
a Nobel Peace Prize in 1989. Read about the life and work of
the Dalai Lama, an international icon of peace.
Get to know the Dalai Lama, Tibet's spiritual leader and one
of the most popular world leaders today. Two-year-old Lhamo
Thondup never imagined he would be anything other than an
ordinary child, but after undergoing a series of tests, he was
proclaimed the 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet. By age 15, he found
himself the undisputed leader of six million people who were
facing the threat of a full-scale war from the Chinese. After
the defeat of the Tibetan national uprising in 1959, the Dalai
Lama had to flee Tibet and went into exile in India. For nearly
50 years, he has aimed to establish Tibet as a self-governing,
democratic state. In 1989, he was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize for his nonviolent efforts for the liberation of Tibet and
his concern for global environmental problems. As the
spiritual leader of Tibetan Buddhism, the Dalai Lama
continues to spend his life working to benefit humanity and
preserving Tibetan culture.
His Holiness the Dalai Lama is celebrated as Buddhism's preeminent spiritual master and teacher, embodying the highest
aspirations of this rich tradition that is more than 2,500 years
old. This fascinating book explores some of His Holiness'
most powerful writings and talks. As he explains the elements
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of the Buddha's teachings and the basic practices of
meditation, he also engages and reconciles the innovations of
modern science with Buddhist perspectives. Ultimately, His
Holiness calls for the celebration of diversity and the
recognition of interdependence that breeds a sense of
Universal Responsibility, which must govern all of our
relationships in this increasingly fragmented world.
Auf leisen Pfoten zum Glück Wer wüsste besser als eine
Katze, worin das Geheimnis des Glücks besteht? Der Dalai
Lama verreist für einige Wochen und stellt seiner »kleinen
Schneelöwin«, wie er sie nennt, eine Aufgabe: Sie soll die
Kunst des Schnurrens erforschen und so die Ursache für
wahres, tiefes Glück herausfinden. Bei ihren Streifzügen trifft
die vorwitzige Himalaja-Katze einen mysteriösen Yogi,
belauscht hochrangige Lamas und berühmte Schriftsteller,
errettet eine Yogaklasse vor einem drohenden Unglück und
findet schließlich Erstaunliches über ihre geheimnisvolle
Herkunft heraus ... Auf überaus charmante und
unterhaltsame Weise vermittelt David Michie wertvolle
Inspirationen, in denen sich die Weisheit des Buddhismus
spiegelt. Begleitet von der »Katze Seiner Heiligkeit«,
erschließen sich uns neue Wege auf der Suche nach Glück
und Sinn in der modernen Welt.
Sayings, prayers and stories drawn from the life and
teachings of one of the world's greatest spiritual teachers are
here brought together - for the first time - as reflections for
each day of the year. His Holiness the Dalai Lama speaks
with an informal practicality about almost every aspect of
human life, from the secular to the religious. Reminding us of
the power of compassion and meditation, he shares his
thoughts about science and its relation to the spiritual life, and
how we can still retain the simple values of love and courage
in spite of the fact that the world is changing so fast. he also
points out the interdependence between an action and its
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result so that we never forget the responsibility that lies in
each of our deeds. Wise, humane and inspiring, these words
will bring daily solace to all with their message of hope and
their deep yet easily understandable philosophy of kindness
and non-violence.
Tibet's exiled spiritual and secular leader describes his
childhood, the Chinese invasion of Tibet, and how exiled
Tibetans have rebuilt their lives and explains Tibetan
Buddhism along with his philosophy of peace
My Spiritual Journey (2009) by the Dalai Lama and Sofia StrilRever chronicles the Dalai Lama’s experiences as the exiled
spiritual leader of Tibet, particularly in the last several
decades of Chinese occupation. Interwoven throughout the
text are Buddhist principles to which the Dalai Lama has
devoted his life, as a monk and human being... Purchase this
in-depth summary to learn more.
In conversation with His Holiness the Dalai Lama. In April of
2006, the prominent Japanese cultural anthropologist
Noriyuki Ueda sat down with the Dalai Lama for a two day
conversation. This book is based on that long and lively
conversation in Dharamsala. In this little book, the two men
explore whether there is a place in religious practice for anger
against social injustice, the role of competition in spiritual life,
conditional versus unconditional love, and the soullessness of
materialism. One of the real pleasures of this book is the
Dalai Lama's uncharacteristic candor. For example: 'I am not
only a socialist but also a bit of a leftist, a Communist.' 'I hold
the position of a high monk, a big lama. Unless I exercise self
restraint, there is every possibility for me to exploit others.' He
also argues that rather than suppressing anger, Buddhism
embraces using anger to precipitate social change. In other
words anger can be an important spiritual practice. This book
offers a unique perspective on the Dalai Lama's political and
spiritual views. And it guides the reader through the complex
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reality of what it means to practice compassion in the here
and now.
In this beautiful book, the simple teachings of His Holiness
the Dalai Lama blend beautifully with photographs of the
Tibetan landscape and people, monastic and lay practitioners
of Buddhism.
In the words of the Dalai Lama, the purpose of religion is not
to build churches and elaborate temples, but to cultivate
positive human qualities such as tolerance, generosity and
love. This text contains the four talks given by the Dalai Lama
when he attended a meeting of Buddhist and Christian monks
at Gethsemani Abbey, Kentucky. The Dalai Lama shares his
understanding of four major themes explored in the meeting:
the practice of prayer and meditation in the spiritual life; the
stages in the process of spiritual development; the role of the
teacher and the community in the spiritual life; and the
spiritual goals of personal and and societal transformation. In
each talk the Dalai Lama expresses the basic principles of
Tibetan Buddhism and shows how they are applicable to daily
practice for all spiritual seekers, regardless of their religious
affiliation.
In this small book, intended to speak to everyone, both
Buddhist and non-Buddhist alike, one of the world's most
beloved spiritual leaders simply and clearly addresses the
concerns of modern life and the need to balance spiritual and
material values, and to create harmony and energy in life.
Zwei weise Männer, eine Botschaft Sie sind zwei der
bedeutendsten Leitfiguren unserer Zeit: Seine Heiligkeit der
Dalai Lama und Erzbischof Desmond Tutu. Obwohl ihr Leben
von vielen Widrigkeiten und Gefahren geprägt war, strahlen
sie eine Freude aus, die durch nichts zu erschüttern ist. Im
Buch der Freude vereinen die „Brüder im Geiste“ ihre
immense Lebenserfahrung und die Weisheit ihrer
Weltreligionen zu einer gemeinsamen zentralen Erkenntnis:
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Nur tief empfundene Freude kann sowohl das Leben des
Einzelnen als auch das globale Geschehen spürbar zum
Positiven wandeln. Unabhängig von allen Herausforderungen
und Krisen, mit denen wir täglich konfrontiert werden, können
wir diese Energie in uns entfalten und weitergeben. So wird
die Freude zur Triebkraft, die unserem Dasein mehr Liebe
und Sinn verleiht – und zugleich Hoffnung und Frieden in
unsere unsichere Welt bringt.
The Dalai Lama explains the spiritual path based on the
famous Buddhist image of the Wheel of Life.
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